Real-time in situ monitoring of signal molecules' evolution in apoptotic pathway via Au-Se bond constructed nanoprobe.
In cell signal transduction pathways, a series of biochemical reactions and interactions between proteins guarantee physiological responses indicating cell functionality. However, there are a variety of upstream and downstream signal molecules in these pathways with multiple levels of cross-regulation, making it difficult to sequential visualize their relationships in living organisms in complex environments. To investigate the interrelationships among intracellular signaling pathways, a Au-Se bonded nanoprobe with extraordinary stability and strong anti-interference ability was designed and prepared to monitor the evolution of two kinds of apoptosis biomarkers in real time. Two different peptide chains decorated with two dyes were functionalized on the surface of Au nanoparticles (NPs) via Au-Se bonds. These peptide chains can be respectively cleaved by upstream cathepsin B proteins and downstream caspase-3 proteins to trigger fluorescence recovery. Moreover, when the living cells were stimulated to induce the apoptotic pathway, cathepsin B and caspase-3 were activated in turn with signals sequentially recovered at 2 and 4 h, respectively. This fluorescent nanoprobe can be used in complicated biological systems to achieve real-time in situ monitoring of the sequential activation of signal molecules in intracellular pathways and provides a novel approach for the future investigation of protein interactions in vivo.